Pawprints Activity Book

My name is:
ABOUT THIS BOOK

Calling all dog and animal lovers!
This book is for you.

Whether you have been able to meet one of our therapy dogs in person, virtually, or if this is the first time you’re hearing about the program, we hope this book can give you the chance to “meet” some of our team and learn about dogs in a fun and interactive way.

Enjoy!

The Pawprints
Program Coordinators,
Kristen Priven & Lynn Belkin
Matching

Draw a line to match each Pawprints dog with their breed

Labrador Retriever

Great Pyrenees

Mini Australian Shepherd

Cockapoo

Cavalier King Charles Spaniel
Word Scramble

Can you unscramble the words to learn some of the Pawprints dog's favorite snacks?

Hint: They're not always what you would expect!

1. naabna
2. clociorb
3. tpneua rutetb
4. kcinehc
5. sehece
6. srrgebu
7. eci merca
Let's Write a Story!

Pretend you can go on a trip with your pet (or a pet that you would like to have). Where would you go? What would you do while you're there?
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_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________
Time to Draw!

Draw a picture of a dog or other animal you would love to have as a pet.
Time to Draw!

Pretend you’re a baker at a pet boutique!
How would you decorate these dog bones?
Meet the Team

Video Scavenger Hunt

Go to:
or scan the QR code below with the camera on your smart device

*Use Google Chrome for best video accessibility

Then, check out the "Meet the Team" videos of our Pawprints dogs and see if you can answer these trivia questions!
Meet the Team

Video Scavenger Hunt

1. Who starred as “Sandy” in the play Annie?

2. What are the names of Sadie’s two “siblings?”

3. Who loves the Patriots?

4. Who’s favorite color is pink?

5. Who participated in the Boston Marathon with their owner?

6. What is the name of Molly’s dog sibling?

7. What’s Sophie’s brother’s name?

8. What is Tillie and Lexi’s nickname?

9. Who is from Cape Cod?

10. Who’s name means sky?
Maze

Can you help Betty find her dog house?
Fill in the Blank

Types of Working Dogs

A ________ dog is a dog that has been trained to assist someone who has a disability.

A ________ dog is a dog that works with animals like sheep and cows.

A ________ dog is trained to use their nose to lead their owners towards certain smells.

__________ dogs have the nickname “K-9.”

At a hospital, nursing home, or school you may get to visit with a ________ dog.

A ____________ dog can help find a person when they are lost.

Word Bank

detection       therapy
herding         service
search & rescue  police
What is Winston Thinking?
Word Search
Pawprints Dogs

Find and circle all of the dog names that are hidden in the grid. The words may be hidden in any direction.
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How to draw a doggy

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5.
Your Turn to Practice
Drawing a Dog!
Color By Number

1 - light blue  2 - dark green  3 - green  4 - yellow
5 - light yellow  6 - brown  7 - orange  8 - pink
Answers

Page 1 – Matching

(Top to Bottom)
Mini Australian Shepherd, Cavalier, Labrador Retriever, Great Pyrenees, Cockapoo

Page 3 – Word Scramble

1. banana 2. broccoli 3. peanut butter 4. chicken 5. cheese 6. burgers 5. ice cream

Page 10 – Meet the Team Scavenger Hunt

Answers

Page 12 – Fill in the Blanks

(Top to Bottom):
service, herding, detection, police, therapy, search & rescue

Page 14 – Word Search
For more information, please visit:
www.childrenshospital.org/pawprints

Email us!
paw.prints@childrens.harvard.edu